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Case Report

Background

Smell and taste loss emerged as distinctive and prevalent 
symptoms of coronavirus disease-2019 (COVID-19).1,2 Self-
reporting smell and taste impairments is becoming common 
for COVID-19 characterization. Most of the studies rely on 
self-reports rather than objective assessments3 and focus on 
smell impairment only.4,5 Smell self-assessment apps have 
been developed (ie, SmellTracker) and screening tests had 
been suggested6,7 for identifying potentially infected per-
sons. Recently, several studies had found that quantitative 
smell change is the best predictor of COVID-19 in both sin-
gle and cumulative feature models and suggested COVID-19 
infection probability calculators based on smell rating rather 
than taste.8-11

A possible reasoning for focusing on olfactory dysfunc-
tion alone is the high correlation between taste and smell loss 
reports by the same patient1 and in populations in general,12,13 
making it obsolete to test both senses. Additionally, some 
researchers had speculated that taste loss is misinterpretation 
of flavor loss. This can be due to lack of ability to distinguish 
between taste receptors activation on the tongue and olfac-
tory receptor stimulation by volatiles entering from the naso-
pharynx during deglutition that cause flavor sensations.14

On the other hand, commonly self-reported impairment of 
basic taste modalities (sweet, taste, salty, sour, and umami) 
by COVID-19 patients1,9 supports the notion that taste 
impairment in this disease can occur independently of olfac-
tory signals and entail nonvolatile signals. In this article, we 

describe a case of COVID-19-positive patient with self-
reported chronically impaired sense of smell (subsequently 
diagnosed as moderate microsmia) who reported a tempo-
rary impairment in taste during her illness.

Case Presentation

A 40-year-old COVID-19-positive patient (diagnosed via 
RT-PCR [reverse transcription polymerase chain reaction] 
swab test) reported taste loss during her illness. The patient 
indicated she is not a smoker nor an alcohol beverages con-
sumer. The patient had no previously known medical histo-
ries, other than permanent use of drug treatment for thyroid 
function and chronic smell impairment.

During her illness, the patient had experienced the follow-
ing symptoms plotted in Figure 1: fever, dry cough, produc-
tive cough, chest pain, sore throat, muscle ache, diarrhea, 
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nausea, lack of appetite, headache, taste impairment, and 
lower back pain.

When specifically inquired about her sense of smell, she 
stated that it did not change during her illness. When asked 
to rate her sense of smell on a 1 to 10 scale, she rated it as 
“1” (none) for before, during, and after her illness. The 
patient stated she first realized at the age of 25 that she had 
lifelong lack of ability to smell, when she was pregnant for 
the first time. Throughout her pregnancy, she was able to 
smell for the first time, leading her to realize her usual abil-
ity to smell was always impaired. Her ability to smell during 
her pregnancy disappeared after giving birth and this phe-
nomenon repeated in her subsequent 5 pregnancies. 
Interestingly, following her recovery from COVID-19, the 
patient’s sense of smell was evaluated using University of 
Pennsylvania Smell Identification Test (UPSIT)15 and mod-
erate microsmia was established.

The patient reported she did not have any difficulty 
breathing through her nose before her illness, but she had a 
slight impairment during the illness that completely resolved 
after the illness. The patient reported she had an excellent 
sense of taste before her illness, which was significantly 
decreased (evaluated by her as 10 on a 1-10 scale before her 
illness and 4.5 during her illness, indicating a reduction in 
sense of taste [hypogeusia]) during illness. Specifically, she 
stated that she felt a reduction in sweet, salty, sour, and bitter 
taste, in addition to a reduction in chemesthesis (spicy, cool-
ing, and tingling sensations). Moreover, the patient described 
a sensation of bad and bitter taste in her mouth, lasting for 
more than a week.

Written informed consent for publication of patient’s clin-
ical details was obtained from the patient.

Discussion and Conclusions

In this article, we present a case of a COVID-19 patient who 
reports chronically impaired sense of smell that did not 
change during the COVID-19 infection. Her self-reported 
sense of taste was intact prior to the disease. During the 
COVID-19 illness, the patient experienced reduction in her 
sense of taste while still unable to smell. Furthermore, she 
reported reduction in ability to sense spicy, cooling, or tin-
gling sensation during her illness.

After recovery, the patient took the UPSIT test in ENT 
clinic and was diagnosed with moderate microsmia. 
Microsmia or “hyposmia” is defined as quantitatively 
reduced olfactory function. This objective test combined 
with the patient’s self-reported lack of smell before the ill-
ness suggests that the patient’s condition was chronic and 
that it is hyposmia rather than anosmia. Discrepancies 
between self-reporting and objective testing of olfactory 
function have been documented.16 While self-reported smell 
and taste impairments have already proven as powerful and 
sensitive tools for COVID-19 screening, it will be important 
to compare these with objective reading.

The realization that taste change is not limited to vola-
tiles-induced flavors and can be impaired in COVID-19 
independently of olfactory ability calls special attention to 
sudden onset isolated taste loss in COVID-19 infection. With 
estimated 5% of population chronically exhibiting functional 
anosmia,17 the open questions regarding the underlying 
mechanisms of chemosensory loss in COVID-19,18 and the 
immense potential of smell and taste screening for diagnosis, 
the importance of taste loss in COVID-19 diagnosis and 
screening should not be disregarded.

Figure 1. Symptoms Timeline.
Note. X-axis indicates timeline (weeks), with markings for exposure to confirmed COVID-19 patient and RT-PCR tests results. Y-axis indicated symptoms 
duration and descriptions are shown in the timeline.
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In accord with previous studies, we had recently found 
smell change to be far better predictor of COVID-19 than 
taste change. Nevertheless, in light of the considerable 
number of COVID-19 patients reporting taste impairment 
with no smell impairment, we suggested an alternative 
COVID-19 probability calculator, based on taste change 
rather than smell change.9 The current case underlines the 
significance of the taste change symptom and the need for 
population-targeted studies, aimed to develop better and 
more accurate calculators for patients with lifelong hypos-
mia or anosmia.

Furthermore, this case highlights the importance of anam-
nesis for picking up chronic taste or smell disturbances in the 
diagnosis of COVID-19, and the important role of taste 
assessment for capturing likelihood of COVID-19 within 
chronically hyposmic or anosmic individuals.
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